State-of-the-art patient and data management for ART clinics
Next generation clinic management technology

**Designed by 5 top fertility clinics - Best today and into the future**

The Adaptive product was designed by 5 top UK ART clinics, resulting in a comprehensive solution for all staff. By combining this expertise with best available technology and professional support, Adaptive has produced the best and most sought after fertility clinic patient and data management software in the UK today.

Adaptive brings leading-edge, modern software standards to ART clinic management, making the Adaptive product superior for its advances in:

- Speed, robustness and flexibility
- Automation and data accuracy
- User-friendly design
- User community and continued development

**Integrated patient care and clinical management**

Adaptive allows staff to work on a real-time system with paper-light case management, full accountability and audit, automated form filling and automated performance tracking.

This results in enormous time-savings and great enhancements in data accuracy:

**Patient Administration**

- Fast, efficient management – from calls to correspondence
  - Clear task logging – reducing staff stress
  - Paperless call management
  - Flexible correspondence management
  - Automated generation of letters, consents and prescriptions

**Clinical Management**

- Clear patient pathway with easy access to all patient info
  - Logical patient pathway – easy to follow
  - Alerts for pre-treatment tests
  - Instant access to scans, medications, tests
  - Full accountability and easy audit
  - Auto data transfer across patient forms

**Lab Management**

- Reliable, real-time data – from egg collection & cryo to KPIs
  - At-source data entry via tablet screen
  - Easy access to treatment & diagnostic data
  - Clear cryostorage overviews
  - e-Witnessing of laboratory procedures
  - Instant, automated KPIs reporting

**Business Management/Governance**

- Instant, easy access to performance indicators
  - Automated, real-time performance tracking
  - Accurate quality reporting and statistics
  - Integrated accounting management
**Complete clinical and administrative package**

From first patient enquiry to end point regulatory data submissions:
- Patient administration, call-log, correspondence management, invoicing, appointments
- Pre-treatment tests and check-lists, prescriptions
- Embryology/andrology lab-data entry, tests and results
- Gamete and embryo management, cryo management
- KPIs and statistics, EDI HFEA submissions

**Secure, reliable and robust**

Staff work with the best available technology to ensure:
- Data integrity and security
- Full reliability
- A robust system

**Intuitive, user-friendly design**

Clarity of information at a glance:
- Easy to learn, intuitive to use
- Use of flags and colour
- Important information in single click
- Logical patient pathway with built-in smarts

**Instant, automated KPIs**

Avoid time consuming data transfer and be alerted to changes early:
- Instant, easy access to performance indicators
- Accurate quality reporting and statistics
- Colourful graphs - see changes at a glance
- KPI alerts - set custom thresholds
- Easy data export options

**Single point data entry – data transfer across forms**

**Data entry**

- Paper-light, single point admin and clinical data entry
- Paperless, single point lab data entry
- At-source lab and scan data entry by tablet computer or I-Pad
- Auto transfer of primary source data across patient and HFEA records

**HFEA Forms and Submissions**

- Auto transfer of primary source data across HFEA records
- Automated EDI HFEA form completion and submission
- Alert prompts for form sending
- HFEA link with form tracking and sign-off
- Error trapping and data validation on data entry

**KPIs**

- Instant, easy access to performance indicators
- Accurate quality reporting and statistics
- Colourful graphs - see changes at a glance
- KPI alerts - set custom thresholds
- Easy data export options

**e-Signature accountability and lab e-Witnessing**

Identification of user input and easy audit through e-signature:
- e-signature independent of account log-in
- e-Signature accountability / traceability
- e-Witnessing of all lab procedures - full accountability / traceability
- Secure, remote data entry

**Automated EDI HFEA submissions**

Save a significant amount of time and let errors be a thing of the past!
- Auto transfer of primary source data across HFEA records
- Automated EDI HFEA form completion and submission
- Alert prompts for form sending
- HFEA link with form tracking and sign-off
- Error trapping and data validation on data entry

**Paper-light, single point data entry**

High data consistency and accuracy due to:
- Paper-light, single point admin and clinical data entry
- Paperless, single point lab data entry
- At-source lab and scan data entry by tablet computer or I-Pad
- Auto transfer of primary source data across patient and HFEA records
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Data in diagrams is predicted from current practice using fertility database system
'x' compared with known new features of the Adaptive system

---
Local support and user community

Adaptive knows how to ensure that customers get the most out of their product, with minimum effort:
- Professional support - rapid response times
- Remote updates, upgrades and back-up
- Flexible training options
- User-group meetings and on-line forum
- Interactive continuous development
- Integration services - connectivity with other clinic systems

Future-proof Technology

Created with leading edge technology and open source software, the Adaptive product delivers a minimal TCO, high security, open standards for data exchange and a future proof code base.
- Secure, reliable, robust
- Plug and play installation
- Access by browser
- No additional software
- Easy integration
- Compatible MS office
- Remote management
- No third party licenses
- Minimal TCO

Contact Adaptive

Head Office, UK
Adaptive Fertility Systems Ltd
Riverside House, Kings Reach Business Park,
Yew Street, Stockport,
Cheshire, SK4 2HD

hq@adaptivefertility.com

Swiss Office
Adaptive Fertility Systems Ltd
Brunnackerstrasse 6
CH-4433 Ramlinsburg

info@AdaptiveFertility.com

www.adaptivefertility.com